NOTE

- G1: GYPSUM 9MM EX. JAYABOARD + HOLLOW GALVANS FRAME, FINISH PAINT METROLITE 001
- DOWNLIGHT 5 INCH, PHILIPS LAMP 11W, COOL DAYLIGHT
- DOUBLE SWITCH EX. PANASONIC TYPE STYLE E, WHITE COLOR, 150cm (6)
- CCTV ON THE PLAFOND
- LED STRIP LIGHT, LIGHT BLUE COLOR, EX.

ARCHITECT: HENDRIKO PALUNGGI, ST.
ASST ARCHITECT: MONICA PONGTASIK, ST.
3D INSIDE VIEW
NOTE

**SPOTLIGHT LED 5W, EX. PHILIPS POMERON TYPE, COLOR 4000K**

**DOWNLIGHT 5 INCH, PHILIPS LAMP 11W, COOL DAYLIGHT**

**DOUBLE SWITCH, EX. PANASONIC TYPE E, WHITE COLOR, 15cm**

**CCTV ON THE CEILING**

**LED STRIP LIGHT, LIGHT BLUE COLOR, ADAPTOR, EX. ARTHALIGHT**

ARCHITECH: HENDRIKO PALINGGI, ST.
ASSISTANT ARCHITECH: MONICA PONOTASKI, ST.
NOTE

SK 1 ELECTRIC SOCKET, EX. PANASONIC STYLE E (GROUNDING INCLUDE), HIGH: 40cm

SK 2 ELECTRIC SOCKET, EX. PANASONIC STYLE E (GROUNDING INCLUDE), HIGH: 270cm

SK 3 ELECTRIC SOCKET, EX. PANASONIC STYLE E (GROUNDING INCLUDE), HIGH: 200cm

SK 4 ELECTRIC SOCKET, USB DATA PORT, HDMI PORT, PLANTED ON THE TABLE EX. LEGEND (POP-UP)

ARCHITECT: HENDRIKO PALINGGI, ST.
ASST ARCHITECT: MONICA PONGTASIK, ST.
KETERANGAN

ROMAN GRANIT, UK. 20x120cm, GBPAREL ROSATO

GT1223002

ARCHITECH : HENDRIKO PALINGGI, ST.
ASST ARCHITECH : MONICA PONGTASIK, ST.

FLOOR PATTERN BLUEPRINT

SCALE 1:50

CABLE TRAY ROUTE

SCALE 1:50
NOTE

- G1: GYPSUM W/RK EX. JAYABOARD + HOLLO GALVANS FRAME, FINISH PAINT METROLITE 125
- DOWNLIGHT 5 INCH PHILIPS LAMP 11W, COOL DAYLIGTH
- DOUBLE SWITCH EX. PHANEROMIC TYPE STYLE E, WHITE COLOR, 150cm (6)
- CCTV ON THE PLAFOND
- LED STRIP LIGHT, LIGHT BLUE COLOR EX. ARTHALIGHT

ARCHITECH: HENDRIKO PALINGGI, ST.
ASST ARCHITECH: MONICA PONGTASIK, ST.
VIEW A
SCALE 1:50

ARCHITECH: HENDRIKO PALINGGI, ST.
ASST ARCHITECH: MONICA PONTASIK, ST.
COMMAND CENTER GAKKUM PEKANBARU
FURNITURE

INTERIOR SPOTLESS PAINT,
NIPPON RETICENT WHITE
NF DW 1083

ZELITECH COATING 8MM
ZT-048B, ABOVE THE PLAFOND

WOOD LATTICE FIN. MELAMIC
HOLLO IRON FRAME
1.5MM THK

FINISHED GLASS WINDOWS
MIRROR STICKER, SILVER

WORK TABLE, PLYWOOD,
TOP FIN HPL TACO TH1202
AUCKLAND OAK,
TABLE'S LEG FIN. PAINT DICO
BRILLIANT WHITE

CUPBOARD, FIN PAINT DICO
BRILLIANT WHITE, ENTRANCE
DOOR WITH PUSH TO OPEN
SYSTEM

LED STRIP LIGHT
LIGHT BLUE COLOR
(HIDDEN)

CABINET, TOP TABLE
FIN. PAINT DICO BRILLIANT
WHITE,
DOOR FIN. HPL TACO TH 1202
AUCKLAND OAK

ARCHITECT : HENDRIKO PALINGGI, ST.
ASST ARCHITECT : MONICA PONTASIK, ST.

VIEW B
SCALE 1:50
INTERIOR SPOTLESS PAINT, NIPPON, RETICENT WHITE, NP OW 1081

ZELLTECH COATING 8MM, ZT-048B, ABOVE THE PLAFOND

WALL UNIT AC

WOOD LATTICE FIN., MELAMIC, HOLLO IRON FRAME 1.5MM THK

FINISHED GLASS WINDOWS, MIRROR STICKER, SILVER

WORK TABLE, PLYWOOD, TOP FIN HPL TACO TH1202 AUCKLAND OAK, TABLE'S LEG FIN. PAINT DICO BRILLIANT WHITE

VENTILATION ON THE DOOR, FINISHED ROUND PVC EDGING

CUPBOARD, FIN PAINT DICO BRILLIANT WHITE, ENTRANCE DOOR WITH PUSH TO OPEN SYSTEM

TOP, TABLE FINISHED PAINT DICO WHITE GLOSSY + VENTILATION 8X20 CM

LED STRIP LIGHT, LIGHT BLUE COLOR (HIDDEN)

CABINET, TOP TABLE FIN. PAINT DICO BRILLIANT WHITE, DOOR FIN. HPL TACO TH 1202 AUCKLAND OAK

VIEW B1

SCALE 1:50

ARCHITECT: HENDRIKO PALINGGI, ST.
ASSISTANT ARCHITECT: MONICA PONTASIK, ST.
COMMAND CENTER GAKKUM PEKANBARU
FURNITURE

INTELLIGENCE CENTER
Integritas - Profesional - Peduli - Responsif

WOOD LATTICE MERANTI
MERAH (RED MERANTI)
FINISHED MELAMIC, HOLLO
IRON FRMACE 1.5 MM THK

FINISHED GLASS WINDOWS
MIRROR STICKER, SILVER

WORK TABLE, PLYWOOD,
TOP FIN HPL TACO TH1202
AUCKLAND OAK,
TABLE'S LEG FIN. PAINT DICO
BRILLIANT WHITE

GYPGUM PLAFOND 9MM
HOLLO GALVANIS FRAME
FINISHED PAINT METROLITE D01

DROPPED PLAFOND

SOLID WOODEN PLANK
BACKGROUND 20MM FINISHED
MELAMIC

INTERIOR SPOTLESS PAINT,
NIPON, RETIDENT WHITE
NP 3W 1083

PLINT ADJUSTED TO THE FLOOR
PATTERN/COLOR

CONCREATE PLATE, WATER
PROOFING + PLASTER
SLOOOPING CEMENT

30 90 355 145 60 55

VIEW C
SCALE 1:50

ARCHITECH : HENDRIKO PALINGGI, ST.
ASST ARCHITECH : MONICA PONGTASIK, ST.
VIEW D

SCALE 1:50

COMMAND CENTER GAKKUM PEKANBARU
FURNITURE

ARCHITECH: HENDRIKO PALINGGI, ST.
ASST ARCHITECH: MONICA PONGTASIK, ST.